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The paper describes a unique cooperative agents testbed
that aims at addressingdiverse applications for the difficult
problem of seamless personal information networking. The
real-worMtestbed is aimedat two difficult applications,
Seamless Messaging and intelligent network management.
Both applications are agent-driven and share agent behaviours and the messagingagents rely on the network managementdevice diagnostic agents for input. The paper
introduces both problem areas in a commontestbed. Usercentric seamless messaging assumes heterogeneous communication environments intended to support today’s
nomadicusers. Theaimof it is to intercept, filter, interpret,
and deliver multi-modal messagesbe they voice, fax, video
and/or e-mail messages. A user’s Personal Communication
Agent is chargedwith delivering messagesto the recipient
regardless of their target messagingdevice be it a telephone, a pager, a desktop, a wireless laptop or a wireless
phone. A taxonomyof agents and behaviours for the Seamless Networkingtestbed is introduced.
1. Introduction
Today’shighly distributed workspacesrequire users to communicate and compute across heterogeneous networks and
a multitude of applications. The paper describes the design
and implementationof a cooperative agents testbed that
aims at addressing applications for the difficult problemsof
seamless personal information networking. The SPINtestbed is aimedat two difficult applications, SeamlessMessaging[ Abu-Hakima
et al. 96; 97] and Intelligent Network
Management.The paper describes the multi-agent framework intended for both problemareas. The remainder of the
paper includes: section 2. on WhatSPINwas about and why
Seamless Networkingrequires agents, 3. on relevant work,
section 4. on intelligent networkmanagement
concepts, 5.
on seamless messaging concepts, 7. on future work and
conclusions.
2. Whatis Seamless Personal Information Networking
(SPIN)?
Seamless Personal Information Networkingis based on the
concept that today’s user workspaceis no longer boundby
four walls. Rather, today’s workspaceis a virtual one with a
multitude of applications. Furthermore, people work with
networks of desktop and mobile computers, fixed and
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mobile telephones, fax machines, and pagers, with both
hardware and software constantly evolving. SPINis a simple concept that is quite complexto achieve. To makeSPIN
a reality, a real-world cooperative multi-agent system
(MAS)testbed was put in place to prototype personalised
networking applications.
Whyuse Agents in Seamless Networking?
Manyreasons come to mind why agents are an ideal evolution of the traditional distributed computingparadigmfor
seamless networking. Agents are accepted as software entities that can act autonomouslyor with someguidanceon the
user or software system’s behalf. Agents are active computational entities that are persistent, can perceive, reason and
act in their environments and can communicatewith other
agents [Huhnsand Singh 95]. Agents are ideal for applications that require somedistributed intelligent cooperation.
Networksare inherently distributed hence makingany centralised intelligent software function to support users unreliable. A centralised systemwill surely fail in a world with 2
billion telephones and over 140 million Internet users. Networks are managedthrough their partitioning into subnetworks. Thus, seamless networks designed to support user
needs require distributed intelligent processes to manage
them. In SPINwe are addressing this need by developing
Diagnostic Agents that live in networknodes. Theseare
introduced in section 2. under SPIN’sIntelligent Network
ManagementApplications in the MAStestbed.
Users require both heavyweightor complexreasoning processes in the form of personal assistants that can manage
their computingand communicationneeds as well as lightweight or simple processes that can act as proxies on their
behalf in the network. As a user roams from place to place,
they require distributed support to access their information
as the need arises. Active information processes embodied
as agents can provide such support.
Intelligent personal assistants that can act autonomouslyon
a user’s behalf are essential in dealing with the overflowof
information arriving in a user’s workspace.If the information is urgent, a user’s personal communication
assistant has
to track the roaminguser and deliver the key information
content. This is only possible through customisation of personal agents. A personal agent must be created and empow70
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ered to find the user as the needarises.
To support mobileusers, networksrequire a form of distributed intelligence. This can be achievedin plug and play networks designed to support nomadicuser information
requirements. For example, in a seamless messagingapplication, it mayonly be possible to deliver an urgent email
messageto the user over a wireless telephone. Thus, a one
page text messagemust be interpreted by the personal agent
and its salient content delivered through a text-to-speech
conversion to a wireless phoneas a 30 secondvoice clip.
The underlying networkthe email arrived on maybe a typical TCP/IP-basedlocal area network (LAN).Thus, the Personal CommunicationAgent must receive that messageand
route it over a wireless networkseamlesslyto the user. In
today’s networkswhere seamless interoperability is not yet
a full reality, such an application wouldbe impossible without the mediationcapability of a personal agent.
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HT’s Living Lab: SPIN’s Real-WorMMulti.Agent System
Testbed
For the SPINvision to be achieved, a real-world networking
environment was used as the underlying environment for
the agent testbed. At the Institute for InformationTechnology (IIT) we set up the heteregeneous environment known
as the IIT Living Lab. The idea behind the Living Lab was
to allow agents to be created, to monitor themselves, to coexist, to spin-off proxies and to be killed oi" expire when
they have fulfilled their duties. Both the SeamlessMessaging and the Intelligent NetworkManagementApplication
Agentsshared the testbed. The intent was for the Personal
CommunicationAgents (PCAs) of the seamless messaging
application to makeuse of the Diagnostic Agents (DAs)
the network management
application. For example, if a
PCAneeded to forward information to a user device that
was not responding it could ask the device DAorits parent
DA’whyis the active user device not responding.’?’.
Figure 1 illustrates the liT Living Lab. It is centered around
a typical enterprise LAN.The Institute LANhas daily operational and experimentaltraffic for an organisation of over
100 users with hundreds of interconnected devices over
seven subnetworks.Initially, we are launching the agents
into the SPINsubnetwork which has over 30 desktop
devices whichare also accessible from homeby dialing in.
The SPIN subnetwork also has network devices such as
printers, routers, etc. connectedto it. The PCAswill typically reside on the user desktops.
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Figure 1: The HT Living Lab
In the case of a user with a numberof desktops(the average
at SPINis three: two at the office and one at home),the user
PCAcan reside on a single device but monitor activity on
the other devices. This will be possible through the DAs
which reside on every networked device and work as proxy
agents of SNMPagents (SNMPis the Simple Network
Management
Protocol from the Internet Engineering Task
Force). SNMP
agents are fast becomingan Industry standard with any new network device [IETF references on
SNMP
are all on-line at www.ietf.org]. SNMP
agents are
very simple and function to place respective device information in a ManagementInformation Base (MIB). The
MIBis very muchlike a database that can be browsedby
network managementtools for simple device monitoring
information.
Both the Seamless Messagingapplication and Intelligent
NetworkApplication have agents resident on a respective
server. The idea behind the server is to house any agents
that wouldnot be device resident. It is also intended to be
the place for the persistent agents to be stored if user
devices are shut down(as is typically donewith today’s
desktop PCs) or if user devices experience problems. Our
strategy will be to maintain a backupof the PCAfor the
user with a scalable time delay (a day-old backupwouldbe
the default but if a user wants one on demandit will be provided). DAswill be backed up in a similar manner.Here we
take the lessons from the real-world in computingand communicationsto plan ahead to avert catastrophe.
The IIT LANhas a Lucent Technologies RoamAboutwireless access point connectedto it with its ownDiagnostic
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Agent proxy to its SNMP
agent which monitors operation
and access. The RoamAbout
allows a user to walk around
campuswith a wireless laptop. Again, a user PCAmaybe
resident on a wireless laptop or maysend a PCAproxy to a
laptop with a reduced set of behaviours.
Also connected to the LANis a ComputerTelephony Integration platform (CTI) whichallows the user to receive telephone calls with any associated telephony information
(incomingcaller id, call forwardinginfo., etc.) to the desktop. The LANis thus connected to the public telephone system so that it mayallow the PCAaccess into voice mail
environments that are normally telephone-driven. The CTI
platform will also have a diagnostic agent proxied to its
SNMPagent.
Furthermore, a wireless campusbase station allows a user
to roam about with a wireless phone which the PCAcan
also route calls to. A paging gatewayis accessible through
the LANfor the PCAto page the user as instructed. Both
the base station and the pager gatewaywill have diagnostic
agents attached to them to monitor their health. ProxyPCAs
with simplified behaviours maybe dispatched to a cellular
phoneor pager as long as the device can host it. For the
devices to host a PCAproxy, we assume some processing
capabilities on board. This will soon be facilitated to some
extent as pager and wireless phone manufacturers deliver
JAVA-enableddevices with JAVAvirtual machines on
board. In this manner, the PCAproxy implementedin JAVA
can be hosted. At the momentJAVA-enabledpagers and
wireless phones are not part of our testbed and we simply
rely on device-compatiblegatewaysto deliver text or voice
information to the pager or cellular phone.
Finally, an AsynchronousTransfer Mode(A) switch allows
the user access to high speed multimediaapplications such
as video on demand. Most A switches are now SNMP-enabled and thus our DAcan work as a proxy to its SNMP
agent.
The liT Living Lab makes an ideal testbed into which we
have launched our seamless networking applications. The
Living Lab’s heteregeneous networks are essentially transparent to the user and are simply used by the Personal Communication Agent to route user information as needed. The
networks are also being managedby a set of diagnostic
agents which share some behaviours with the PCAs.Furthermore, the PCAsrely on someof the monitoring informationfrom the DAsto fulfil their obligations. Thus, in a
single testbed, SPINis ensuring the re-usability of agent
behaviours and the interoperability of two agent-based
applications. This is a key aspect to our work which we
believe is a goal for manyresearchers but is fairly rare if
non existent in other multi agent systemtestbeds.
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3. Related Work
Networkscan be seen as a natural domainfor the application of distributed artificial intelligence, and moreparticularly, agent-based computingtechnology [Reinhardt 94]. In
particular, Weihmayerand Velthuijsen suggest a numberof
reasonsfor this, includingtheir inherent distribution (e.g.
along spatial, functional, and temporallines), the proliferation of heterogeneousdevices and services associated with
them(this is particularly true of multi-vendor mixedcomputing-communicationsnetworks), the growing need for
privacy, the sustained demandsfor high performance, and
the increasing desire for "intelligence" in the network[Weihmayerand Velthuijsen 94].
Modellingmessagingin organization services as a collection of coordinatedagents results in a numberof benefits.
For example, a degree of virtual homogeneityis brought to
otherwise heterogeneous networks of computer-telephony
messagingservices and devices (such as voice mail, e-mail
or fax mail); relatedly, a moreopen networkarchitecture
facilitating morerapid and effective deploymentof "plug
and play" messagingservices is madepossible. All the
same,the agent metaphordoes not, in and of itself, directly
resolve any of the technical issues related to systeminteroperability such as sharing remoteresources, guaranteeing a
particular quality of service or resolving the networkfeature
interaction problem. Rather, as Laufmannpoints out in
[Laufmann94] "the metaphor provides a model of coordination that addresses real-world issues of the computing
and communicationsmarketplaces, and in so doing leverages the deploymentof newtechnical solutions as they
becomeavailable". In this respect, the Seamless Messaging
Personal CommunicationAgents are analogous in scope
and purpose to Laufmann’scoarse-grained agents or CGAs
[Laufmann94]. The Diagnostic Agents can also be assumed
to be CGAs.
Theseagents, like those supported by the Carnot project’s
Distributed CommunicatingAgents (DCA)tool [Huhns
al. 93]; are essentially high-performanceproblemsolvers
which can be located anywherewithin and amongnetworkedenterprise resources. Theseagents are intended to
communicateand cooperate with each other, and with
humanagents. Throughthe use of models of other agents
and resources within the enterprise, SPINSeamlessMessaging and network managementagents, like DCAagents,
will be able to cooperate to provide integrated and coherent
managementof information in heterogeneous computingcommunicationsenvironments [Huhns and Singh 95].
The convergenceof networks and the need for personal digital assistants with embedded
agents that interface to all the
72
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information accessible through a web of networks(Internet,
WorldWideWeb,etc.) has also been cited as a key reason
to develop cooperative multi-agent systems [Rosenschein
and Zlotkin 94]. Agents are being developedto enable users
to seamlessly share valuable messagingservices such as
voice and e-mail as if in a single seamless networkacross a
variety of devices that include cellular phones, PDAs,wired
telephones and wireless laptop computers.

with informationthat can roamon their behalf in the form
of mobile agents. TeleScript and the MagicLinks did not
succeed as they assumeda closed world that did not interoperate with muchof the user’s workspace(the telephone
being the most obvious example). SPINis quite focused on
user-centric computingand communications.The vision
starts from the user workspaceand works outwards. Wedo
not assumethat we can force the user to buy special purpose
PDAsto acquire seamless messaging. Weinsist on making
use of Industry and commonlyaccepted standards and good
user practices. Werecognise that for the vision to succeed,
we must adopt the user’s constraints and recognise that each
user has a unique and individual workspace.This is whythe
PCAsare highly personalised to the user’s workspaceand
habits. The PCAsalso assume a very open world with no
borders and take it on as a challenge to address user-centric
requirementsrationally. This is by no meansan easy problem. Wealso believe that General Magichas continued
workingon their vision with moreopen languages and platforms.

The Multi-Agent Network Architecture (MANA)
described
in [Gray et al. 94; Abu-Hakima
et al. 95] is designed to provide services across communicationnetworks. In some
ways,its objectives are similar to those of the conceptsin
Seamless Messaging.However,its agents are coarsegrained agents which are compiled at run-time and hence
lack the flexibility to adapt as wouldbe necessaryin a
seamless messaging environment. Personal Communication
Agents launch proxy PCAsas mobile agents which are finegrained agents that are light weightspecifically designedfor
reactive situated behaviour. The MANA
agents did not
incorporate mobileor static fine-grained agents.

4. SPIN’s Network ManagementApplication
Bradshawand his colleagues in describing KAoS(Knowledgeable Agent-oriented System) describe an open agent
architecture that mirrors in its goals what SPINis aiming
for in its testbed [Bradshawet al. 97]. The goal of the SPIN
agent frameworkis not to take on monolithic reasoning
capabilities but rather to tailor their behavioursto the context of their world. Thus, the personal communication
agent
of a user aims to provide situated personalised functionality
to the user while relying on other agents such as the Secretary Agent and the Device ManagerAgent to provide more
generic functionality. The PCAalso relies on the diagnostic
agents of the network managementapplication to provide
monitoringinformation if the PCAfails to deliver required
personal messaginginformation to the user. Furthermore,
the PCArelies on software modulesthat are mediated by an
agent wrapperor that are accessible through open APIs
(Application Programming
Interfaces) to fulfil its responsibilities. For example, a PCAdoes not take on any computertelephony functionality but accesses the CTIserver through
a common
application interface to gain knowledgeabout
messaginginformation as it needs it. Thus, in one world, the
agents are designed to rely on an open, mediated approach
to gaining more functionality without taking it on. In some
sense, this is what is knownas good old software engineering where a systemis partitioned carefully to maximisethe
use of generic blocks of code with well-defined interfaces
rather than repeating the blocks for each instantiation.

What is NM?
NetworkManagement
(NM)is typically achieved in today’s
complex environments through a NetworkControl Centre
NCC).The NCChas five primary functions: administration,
planning, operations, security, and application development.
The Administration-related functions concentrate on the
policy and proceduresof the organization and their reflection in the implementednetwork. A key administrative
function is accounting for both the networkresources and
its use.
The Planning-related functions include the design and the
evolution of the network.Initially, the networkis designed
with a certain margin (sometimes50%)for growth. The networkis continuously evaluated and its capacity monitored
for expansion. In addition, the planning functions may
include the provision of any training required to better use
the network.
The Operations-related functions are the primary concern
of a network manager,mainly to "keep the network running" for the users. Operations include monitoring events,
trending the performanceof the network, fault recovery,
taking configuration actions whenneeded, issuing trouble
tickets, the provision of a help desk and providingtechnical
support when needed.

Jim White of General MagicInc. introduced TeleScript and
its MagicLinks with mobile agents in the mid 1980s [White
97]. SPINin manyways is aiming for someof the functionality that White described in allowing users to be mobile

The Security-related functions include maintaining the
integrity of the data on the networkand putting in place procedures to prevent a breach of the networkby unwanted
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intruders (or hackers).
NCCfunctions often include somespecialized activities
that are Application Development-related. These may
include setting up electronic mail, specialized databases or
workflowmanagementsoftware such as Lotus Notes.
Thefive activities that are includedin the five layers of the
network managementstandard are accounting, monitoring,
performancetrending, fault recovery and security. (These
are shownin boldface in the text above.) Manyvendors
developing network management
tools strive to include
these five key functions in their products.
Whereagents fit into SPIN’s NM?
SPIN’sstrategy is to makeuse of the adopted Industry
standard knownas SNMP.Through the SNMPagents, we
have developed proxy Diagnostic Agents (DAs)that can
monitor a device and provide someself-healing functionality. The DAshave both a peer-to-peer and an adopted parent
DArelationship. In a future paper we will provide greater
detail on the NMagents in the SPINMAStestbed.

5. SPIN’s Seamless Messaging Application
What is SM?
Seamless Messagingprovides users with the capability to
workfreely in distributed personal workspaces.It allows the
creation, encoding,filtering and delivery of messagesacross
heterogeneousnetworks. Thus, users can seamlessly deliver
voice or electronic mail to wireless or wired mail environments. The SMparadigmrequires that the recipient of the
messagebe located through an electronic secretary and the
messagebe tailored to the recipient’s active device user
interface. As such, SMis not an easy endeavour.
Whyis SMimportant?
In today’s distributed environmentsusers are often faced
with multiple messagingenvironments(e.g. voice mail, email, fax mail or video mail) that do not interworkintelligently, if at all. The results are that users are overwhelmed
with hundreds of messagesin different messagingboxes.
Manyof these messages are unimportant or junk mail. As a
result, users are calling for methodsof seamlesslyintegrating these messageboxes and of intelligently filtering their
contents.
SPIN’s Seamless Messaging Objective
The objective of the SeamlessMessagingproject is to
achieve end-to-end personalized communicationof information in distributed workspaces.This is a challenging
project because of the heterogeneity of the personal distributed workspace.
AiDIN99 Working Notes

Whereagents fit into SM?
Each user can customise a Personal CommunicationAgent
(PCA)through a PCAlaunch tool. This tool allows the user
to tailor PCAbehavioursin terms of classifying and acting
on incomingmessagesfrom email, voice mail, fax, and
video mail environmentsin a multi-agent system as detailed
below.
6. Taxonomyof Agents for Seamless Networking
Aset of agents and behaviourscan be defined to satisfy the
multiu-agent testbed. This section enumeratesthese agents
and their behaviours.
6.1 SPIN’s Agent Class
The top level agent class is simply the class Agent.This
Agenthas a set of generic functions that can be inherited by
any of its subclassed agents. Thesegeneric functions can
also be absent from its agent subclasses as we assumea
loosely coupledrather than a strict inheritance hierarchy.
6.1.1 Generic Behavionrs
Generic agent behaviours are accepted to include the
agent’sability to sense its environment,its ability to reason,
its ability to adapt, its ability to communicate
with other
agents and its abitlity to effect its environment.These
behaviours are individually complexbehaviours which have
specilaties within them. Theyare described in the subsections that follow.
6.1.1.1 Sense Behaviours
Agentsensing behaviourscan initially be primitive and then
can evolve to more complexones. Three classes of agent
sensing behaviours are required: detecting sound, detecting
images, and detecting keywordsfrom text.
6.1.1.2 Reason Behaviours
- reason based on rules
- reason by navigating a semantic network. A semantic network represents linked entities whichcan be reasoned
about. In AI these objects are most often represented as
frames with active fields. A semantic networkcan be organised as an is-a or part-of hierarchyor as a networkof relations betweenentities.
6.1.1.3 Adapt Behaviours
A set of agent learning mechanismscan include:
- a user explicitly instructing an agent
- an agent learning by monitoringor learning by rote
- an agent learning via case-based reasoning or example
- an agent learning through reinforcement learning
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6.1.1.4 Communicate Behaviours
A set of agent communicationmechanismsthat can include:
- cooperation with another agent to solve a common
goal
- coordinating with another agent
- competingwith another agent
- broadcastinga goal
- identifying an agent &sending it a goal
6.1.1.5 Effect Behaviours
A set of agent mechanismsthat can include:
- sensing(accept input - see, listen)
- reason (based on rules/more complexstructures: semantic
network, hierarchies)
- learn/adapt (modifyknowledgestructures)
- communicate/effect(share info. with another agent, accept
a goal, respondto a query, etc.)

6.2 Agents for Seamless Messaging
SeamlessMessagingagents inherit the behaviours of the
Agent Class. The main agent is the Personal Communication Agent (PCA). Each user with seamless messaging
has a PCAwhich is personalised to their messagingneeds.
The PCAis supported by several other agents and behaviours as described below.
6.2.1 Personal CommunicationAgent IPCA)for $¢ltmAscripted agent whoserole is to manageall the user’s messaging needs. Its role is to accept a messageand have it
classified then acted on by the classifier and action behaviours
6.2.1.1 PCABehaviours
Theseinclude partitioned behaviourssuch as:
- classify messages
- request Service Provider action on message
- request e-Secretary to look at the user’s schedule
- request PeopleFinderto rank best guesses whereuser is
- act on message
6.2.1.2 PCAUser Profile
The PCAUser profile will include:
- user addressing information (Name,email, fax, telephone
number)
- list of user devices
- list of user preferences re-device usage and messaging
constraints
- directory of user’s personal communication
contacts
6.2.2 Message Watcher Agent
This agent waits for a messageevent in the form of a phone
call (voice mail,, fax), desktop communication
(email, mulAiDIN99 Working Notes

timedia message, fax, video message), fax machine communication(fax)
6.2.3 Secretary A~ent
This agent is the e-Secretary which:
- receives queries about the user whereabouts
- can call on user calendar through Sense User Agent
- can call on PeopleFinderAgentfor additional user sensor
information
6.2.4 Pe0pleFinder Agent
The PeopleFinder agent cooperates with Sense User Agents
and ranks best guesses whereuser is based on Sense User
Agents.
6.2.4.1 Sense User Calendar Agent
This agent checksthe user’s electronic calendar to ascertain
active device. The active device mayeither be on user or in
meeting room/office/site whereuser is.
6.2.4.2 Sense User Desktop Agent
Sense User DesktopAgentlooks for activity on user desktop device. The user desktopcan either be at a homesite or
at a forwardedvisitor site.
6.2.4.3 Sense User Wireless Laptop Agent
Sense User Wireless Laptop Agent queries the RoamAbout
wireless LANaccess point about any user activity from an
identified user laptop that he/she maybe roamingwith.
5.2.4.4 Sense User Agent Off-HookAgent
Sense User Off-Hookqueries the ComputerTelephonyIntegration Server if the user’s desktoptelephoneis off-hook.
This agent receives the telephone numberthe user could be
at and queries the CTIbox for the latest off-hookinformation.
6.2.4.5 Sense User Cellular PhoneAgent
This agent queries the Wireless Service Provider if the user
is active on the cellular phone. The query can be launched
to an external wireless service provider or to an internal
campus provider.
6.2.4.6 Sense User Pager Agent
This agent queries the user 2-waypager if the user is active
and requests the latest paging information
6.2.5 Service Provider Agents
Service Provider Agents are used by the PCAto transform
messagesfrom one form to another (voice, text, fax, video,
audio). They also provide connections that the PCAmay
require to arrive at the user in the formof telephony,world
wide web,
75
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6.2.5.1 Text-Speech Agent
Convertsa text string to an utterance through a speech synthesis facility.
6.2.5.2 Speech-TextAgent
Recognises spoken speech through automatic speech recognition and outputs text.
6.2.5.3 Fax-Text Agent
Takes an encodedfax messageas input and decodes it to an
image. The text on the image is then recognised through
Optical Character Recognition.
6.2.5.4 Text-Fax Agent
Converts a text messagewhich mayinclude graphics to an
encodedfax messageto be output to a fax receiving device.
6.2.5.5 CTI Telephone Connection Agent
The CTI Telephone Connection agent can provide a telephony connection on demand.It expects a telephone number
to connect to and it attaches the open voice channelit is
given to the called one (muchas a conference connection is
madein typical Call Control).
6.2.5.6 WebConnection Agent
The WebConnection agent provides on demandaccess to
the world wide web. It mayuse either Netwscapeor Microsoft Explorer as the web connection based on the environmentvariables it is providedto link to.
6.2.5.7 Pager Connection Agent
The Pager Connection agent provides access to a 2-way
paging connection on demand.As a secondary function, the
Pager Connection agent can also send a Page command
with a set of digits to an external pagingservice.
6.2.5.8 Wireless Carrier Service Agent
The Wireless Carrier agent provides access to a wireless
service on demand.It can link two ends of a wireless call
together or simply dial-out a requested numberto contact a
particular wireless device.
6.2.5.9 Wireless RoamAbout
Service Agent
The Wireless RoamAboutService agent provides a connection on demandto a wireless LANlink.
6.2.6 Device ManagerAgent~
Device manageragents are responsible for delivering information to a user device on demand. The Device Manager
agent is directed by the PCAto access a particular user
device.
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6.2.6.1 Telephone Agent
A Telephone agent receives information from the Device
Managerand accesses the CTI Telephone Connection service provideragent to establish a telephonecall. It also
makesuse of the respective service provider agent for conversion to voice, for example,a Text-Speechservice provider agent to ensure that text is sent as voice.
6.2.6.2 Desktop Agent
A Desktop agent receives information from the Device
Managerand forwards it to the user desktop. The desktop is
identified through the PCAUser Profile addressign information. This mayhave to eventually be converted to an IP
address.
6.2.6.3 RoamAboutLaptop Agent
A RoamAbout
Laptop agent delivers information to the
user’s wireless laptop. It again makesuse of the PCAUser
Profile addressinginformation to identify the conrrect laptop.
5.3 Agents for Network Management
NetworkManagement
agents inherit the behaviours of the
Agent Class. The main agent is the Diagnostic Agent (DA)
which is a proxy agent to the SNMP
agent in every device
in SPIN’s multi-agent system testbed. The SNMP
agent
interacts with a device Management
Information Base
(MIB)which can be read by other SNMP
agents in the testbed. The idea behind the DAsis to allow network devices
someautonomousself-healing capabilities. These allow a
device to monitor itself, to performsomediagnostic capabilities and to "call for help" froma peer DAor a pearent
DA.Each DAhas a parent DAand a set of peer DAs. The
grouping of DAsaround peers and parent agents relies on
the subdivision of the networkinto subnetworks.In the
SPINMASfive parent DAswill exist with a numberof subordinates. It maybe worthwhileto partition the network
around device functionalities. For example, the PC-compatible devices can have a set of DAssubordinate to a parent
DA,the Sun workstations can have a parent DA,the telephony devices (CTI server, the PCSBase Station, etc.) can
have a parent DA,the A subnetwork (Fore, Newbridge,
Passport switches) can have a parent DA,and the photonic
network (connected to the A subnet) can have a parent DA.
5.3.1 SPIN’s Dia2nostic Agenlt (DA) for NetworkManagement
The differentiation between parent DAsversus subordiante
DAsversus peer DAswill be accomplished through DA
behaviours. As device specifics in terms of self monitoring,
diagnosis or event filtering are captured, somedevice-specific behaviours for PCs, Sun devices, A switches, Photonic
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components, may need to be added to DAbehaviours.
5.3.1.1 DABehaviours
- The set of DAbehaviours include:
- subordinate DAbehaviour
- peer linkage identification
- peer-to-peer communicationbehaviour
- self monitoring
- local filtering of alarms
- self diagnosis
- call-for-help behaviour(to peers and/or to parent)
- interact with PCA
5.3.2 DAParent Agent Behaviours
The set of parent DAbehaviours include:
- parent DAbehaviour
- monitor subordinates
- local filtering of alarms
- respond to queries from parent
- informparent of significant events
- interact with humanuser
- interact with PCA
7. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has described a MAStestbed for Seamless Messaging and Network Management.Wehave also introduced
a taxonomyof agents for this multi-purpose testbed. This
work is continuing in commercialproducts from AmikaNow! Corporation (www.amikanow.com).
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